Superheroes Are All Around

Using Your Power for Good

Six Superstories

A celebrated twentieth-century historian called him “the person who served his city the most, after Aprilov [Gabrovo’s most famous doctor].” His name was Petar Tsonchev, and through his medical work, historiography, and philanthropy, he was indeed one of the people who helped write—and tell—the northern Bulgarian city’s modern history.

A man should do his job so well that nobody says ‘Whatever your life’s work is, do it well.’ Dr. King Jr. I am reminded of his quote, “Whatever your life’s work is, do it well.”

In 2019, the America for Bulgaria Foundation marks the thirtieth anniversary of the Bulgaria Foundation.

Bulgaria Foundation

In 2019, the America for Bulgaria Foundation turns ten, and we also look back at our origins while sharing our vision of the future.

WeAreGoing

Where We Started, and Where We Are Going
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On Everyday Superheroes and Everyday Superpowers

A One-Way Ticket from Denver to Chavdar, Bulgaria

Love of Bacteria (Born of Necessity (& Great Science Is Possible))

Magdalena’s Ingredients
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